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section S1. In situ HOPG XRD impact experiment details table S1. ZYB-grade HOPG characterization.
Experiment
Thickness (mm) Diameter (mm) Density (g/cm 3 ) Expt. 1 (16-5-074) 1.793(2) 16.14(4) 2.244(11) Expt. 2 (16-5-096) 2.146(2) 20.10(1) 2.251(3) Expt. 3 (16-5-098) 2.339(2) 20.11(1) 2.250 (3) fig. S1. Representative x-ray flux spectrum for in situ XRD experiments on HOPG. The spectral flux is peaked near 23 keV. 
A. Raw XRD data
Figures S2-S4 show the ambient HOPG diffraction patterns and the four XRD frames obtained during the impact experiments for Expts. 1-3, respectively. XRD patterns for Expt. 3 are also given in Fig. 2 of the main text. For Expts. 1 and 2, the direct X-ray beam was nominally centered on the detector. In order to examine additional reciprocal space volume for the shocked HOPG, the detector was offset vertically for Expt. 3.
For all three experiments, the first XRD frame obtained during the impact event was captured shortly before impact (see table S2 ). In addition to the ambient HOPG diffraction spots, these frames have bright
LiF diffraction spots due to the direct X-ray beam passing through the LiF(100) impactor. The second XRD patterns obtained during the impact event correspond to material under purely uniaxial strain; these images contain significant contributions from ambient graphite since the shock wave had propagated through less than half the HOPG thicknesses. The third XRD pattern captured during each of the three impact experiments was obtained after the shock wave had propagated through at least 85% of the HOPG, but before the shock wave had reached the HOPG rear surface; these images also contain contributions from ambient graphite since the shock wave had not yet passed through the entire HOPG thickness. The third XRD frames exhibit brighter HD diffraction spots and less contamination from ambient graphite than the second frames. Slight effects of release from LiF edges cannot be completely ruled out in the third XRD frames. However, detailed analysis of XRD patterns from the second frames (purely uniaxial strain) and the third frames show that the HD lattice compression for both frames match demonstrating that edge release effects in the third XRD frames are minimal (if any). The fourth XRD frames are taken after the shock wave reflects from the rear HOPG free surface and are therefore affected by edge release waves and by stress release from the rear surface of the HOPG. The fourth XRD frames are not analyzed in detail because the two dimensional unloading results in a complex stress state in the material.
fig. S2. Diffraction patterns for experiment 1. (A) Ambient HOPG. The first diffuse ring near the center is from the polycarbonate window backing the HOPG. (B) First diffraction pattern obtained in impact experiment (84 ns before impact). New diffraction spots apparent in the diffraction pattern are from the LiF(100) impactor. (C to E) Diffraction patterns obtained after impact. The listed x-ray probe pulse times are relative to the impact time. The inner diffuse ring apparent in (B-E) is also partially due to the incident X-rays passing through the polycarbonate projectile which houses the LiF(100) impactor.
fig. S3
. Diffraction patterns for experiment 2. (A) Ambient HOPG. (B) First diffraction pattern obtained in impact experiment (67 ns before impact). New diffraction spots apparent in the XRD pattern are from the LiF(100) impactor. (C to E) Diffraction patterns obtained after impact. The listed x-ray probe pulse times are relative to the impact time. The diffuse ring near the center of the diffraction patterns in (C to E) is due to the incident X-rays passing through the polycarbonate projectile which houses the LiF(100) impactor.
B. Subtraction of ambient graphite XRD spots from XRD patterns
The second and third out of four XRD patterns obtained in each of the three experiments contain diffraction spots from the ambient graphite and HD. The ambient graphite spots were subtracted from the raw XRD patterns obtained in the impact experiment by subtracting a fraction of the ambient HOPG diffraction pattern. The precise fraction of the ambient XRD patterns that should be subtracted is difficult to calculate for several reasons: (1) the extra absorption by the X-rays passing through the projectile/impactor varies from frame to frame, (2) the number of X-rays in each synchrotron pulse varies because of different bunch currents in the synchrotron storage ring for each of the 24 stored bunches, and
(3) ghosting of previous frames appears in the current frame due to finite detector phosphor decay times. For these reasons, the percentages of the ambient XRD patterns to subtract from the second and third XRD frames were obtained by visual inspection. The fractions of the ambient diffraction patterns subtracted for the different frames are all reasonable compared to estimations based on the factors listed above. Figure S5 shows the XRD patterns obtained from each of the three experiments (XRD frames 2 and 3) after subtraction of the ambient graphite diffraction spots.
S3. Detailed XRD analysis
The XRD spots labeled in the diffraction patterns in fig was used to generate a diffraction peak profile (intensity vs. 2 scattering angle) by integrating over the azimuthal angular ranges given in Tables S3 and S4 . The azimuthal angle  is defined in fig. S5A .
Diffraction spots 11 and 12 were combined to create a single diffraction peak profile since these spots are at nearly adjacent azimuthal angles  and both correspond to (101)HD lattice planes. Representative Diffraction simulations were performed over the same azimuthal angular ranges used to generate diffraction peak profiles from the measured diffraction patterns. Using the same azimuthal angular range in the diffraction simulations ensures that the polarization factor and absorption of diffracted X-rays in the sample are the same in the measurement and in the simulation. The diffraction simulations used the measured X-ray flux spectrum as shown in fig. S1 . Multiple diffraction simulations were performed varying the d-spacing in 0.0001 nm increments and each diffraction simulation was fit to the measured line profile. The d-spacings listed in Tables S3 and S4 are from the diffraction simulations that best matched the measured diffraction peaks. The d-spacings for diffraction spots 7-10 could not be from the second and third XRD frames are quite similar indicating that the lattice compressions of the probed material were nearly identical when the second and third XRD frames were recorded.
Additionally, the d-spacings determined from Expts. 1-3 were all similar. The last column in table S5 gives the average and standard deviation of the d-spacings from equivalent diffraction spots for all three experiments including the second and third XRD frames. The HD lattice parameters given in Fig. 2E of the main text are based on these average d-spacings. 3) are overlaid with the measured XRD patterns in fig. S8 . In all cases, the HD XRD simulations provide a good match to the measured diffraction spots.
section S5. Graphite and HD structures and HD specific volume
For reference, we describe the graphite and hexagonal diamond structures and identify several crystallographic planes and directions. Figure S9 shows the basal plane of the graphite structure. The lattice vectors in the basal plane are shown and several planes are identified. The graphite structure has a 4 atom basis with coordinates in terms of the lattice vectors given by (0,0,0), (0,0,1/2), (1/3, 2/3, 0), and (2/3,1/3,1/2). Table S7 gives the hexagonal diamond specific volumes determined from the XRD measurements for the second and third XRD frames for each experiment. For the second XRD frames from Expts. 1 and 2 it was assumed that f=0.985(5) when calculating the specific volume, since aHD,T and f were not determined independently from those XRD patterns. Specific volumes determined from the second XRD frames after impact are plotted in Fig. 3 of the main text. 
section S6. HOPG continuum response
Although the x-ray diffraction measurements discussed in Sections S1-S5 provide detailed in situ information regarding the structure of shocked HOPG, including lattice constants and unit cell volume of HD in the peak state, they do not provide a measure of the peak stress. Laser interferometry (VISAR) (45) measurements and numerical simulations were carried out to address this need and are presented next.
A. Laser interferometry experiments
During the XRD experiments, VISAR measurements recorded the shock arrival at the rear HOPG surfaces and are consistent with ~10 ns shock wave rise times. However, the full recorded profiles did not correspond to purely uniaxial strained material because edge release waves from the outer radius of the LiF impactor at the impact surface likely reached the VISAR measurement point within tens of nanoseconds of the shock arrival time. Therefore, to verify that the continuum response of our ZYB HOPG samples is consistent with that obtained in previous work (34), two separate VISAR experiments were performed on our ZYB-grade HOPG samples using a larger diameter impactor; the configuration for these experiments is shown in fig. S11 . fig. S12. Transmitted particle velocity history measured at ZYB-HOPG/LiF interface for experiment 4.
A multipoint (MP) VISAR was used to monitor the sample/window interface velocity history and the shock arrival time at 3 locations, 120 o apart on the back of the Al 1050 buffer. The shock arrival times at the four measurement locations provided the shock transit time through the HOPG sample. An example transmitted particle velocity history at the HOPG/LiF(100) interface is shown in fig. S12 . The rise time (10-90 %) of the third or phase transformation wave is ~5 ns indicating a fast phase transformation. The measured particle velocity profiles were analyzed using impedance matching (49) to determine longitudinal stress, particle velocity, and specific volume at the phase change threshold and at the peak state. The results are presented in table S8 and are shown as the blue circles in fig. S13 . Figure S13 , part A, shows stress versus particle velocity, while part B shows stress versus specific volume (same as Fig. 3 of the main text). These figures show that the stresses, particle velocities, and specific volumes obtained in the present work are consistent with previous measurements (34), within experimental uncertainty.
Although experimental uncertainties for the previous measurements were not reported in (34), they are likely comparable to those reported here.
fig. S13. Stress-particle velocity and stress-volume states of shock-compressed ZYB-grade HOPG. Stress-particle velocity (A) and stress-volume (B) states of shock-compressed ZYB-grade HOPG. XRD results (red squares), and laser interferometry measurements on shocked ZYB-grade HOPG from the present work (blue circles) and from a previous study (open black circles) (34) are shown. All continuum results have comparable uncertainties. The XRD results (red squares) in (A) were converted from (B) using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions (49). The green circles are from present numerical simulations. The grey band is the elastic HD stress-volume curve, for uniaxial strain normal to the (100)HD plane, calculated using published second-order elastic constants (8, (50) (51) (52) (53) . The band represents ±1% uncertainty in the HD density. The black dashed line is the linear elastic stress-volume curve for CD.
B. Numerical simulations
To determine the peak stresses reached in the XRD experiments (Expts. 1-3), numerical simulations were carried out using an approach similar to that used previously (39) to match measured wave profiles and stress-volume states for HOPG shocked above the phase transformation stress (34). The multi-phase material model for shocked HOPG, used in the present simulations, differs from that used previously (39) only in the replacement of the previous cubic diamond (CD) elastic model with a linear elastic model for HD shocked along the   1010 direction (normal to the (100)HD plane). The effect of this replacement on
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the simulation results is minimal because, as discussed in Section S6C below, the shock response of elastic HD is quite similar to that of elastic CD.
Simulations were carried out for the XRD experiments (Expts. 1-3) and for the VISAR experiments and the results are shown as the green circles in fig. S13 . The error bars shown for the simulation results are due primarily to uncertainty in the ambient HD density (see Section S6C below).
The results show that, within the uncertainties, the calculated peak states match the measured stresses, particle velocities, and specific volumes determined from the VISAR measurements (Expts. 4-5), together with the specific volumes determined from the XRD measurements (Expts. 1-3). Because the numerical simulations are consistent with our experimental continuum results, the simulations were used in determining the longitudinal stress reached in the XRD experiments (see table S2 ). Combining these stress values with the measured XRD HD specific volumes provided the stress-volume states shown as the red squares in fig. S13B and in Fig. 3 of the main text. These stress-volume states can also be converted to stress-particle velocity states using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions (49) and are shown as red squares in fig. S13A .
Overall, figs. S13A and S13B show that the present XRD results are fully consistent with continuum measurements for shocked HOPG.
C. Elastic response of hexagonal diamond versus cubic diamond
In previous work, Winey and Gupta (39) used numerical simulations to infer that wave profiles and stress-volume states (34) measured for HOPG shocked above the phase transformation stress are consistent with those of elastically-compressed CD. Although these results make a strong case that diamond was formed under shock compression, we show here that continuum measurements cannot distinguish between HD and CD structures. In particular, we show that these two diamond structures give rise to the same longitudinal stress-volume states, within the uncertainty of continuum measurements on shocked HOPG.
To begin, we note that the ambient density of HD is not well established and reported values show significant variation (4, 16, 18, 54) . Based on an extrapolation of static high pressure data, Yagi, et al.
(16) estimated an HD density (3.50 g/cm 3 ) that differs from the CD density (3.51 g/cm 3 ) by less than 0.3%; other reports show larger density differences (4, 54). We assign a ±1% measurement uncertainty, resulting in an HD density of 3.50 ± 0.035 g/cm 3 .
Next, we compare the elastic stiffness of HD with that of CD. Because neither measurements nor ab initio calculations of the nonlinear elastic response of HD are available, the comparison with CD will focus on the linear elastic response. This focus is reasonable due to the exceptional stiffness of diamond. The linear elastic response for anisotropic materials is characterized by the second-order elastic constants (SOECs).
Although measured SOECs for hexagonal diamond are not available, SOECs calculated using ab initio methods have been reported by several authors (8, (50) (51) (52) (53) .
Comparing the SOECs of hexagonal diamond (HD) to those of cubic diamond (CD) is not straightforward because the two diamond structures have different crystal symmetries. The relevant comparison, in the context of the present experiments, involves uniaxial strain loading along the shock compression direction appropriate for each structure. For HD, the present x-ray diffraction results show that the   1010 crystal direction is oriented parallel to the c-axis of HOPG, which is the shock compression direction. For CD, the orientation relationship commonly used in the literature involves alignment of the   
For   1010 HD, the calculated SOEC shown in Eq. (4) represents the average and standard deviation based on five different sets of reported SOECs (8, (50) (51) (52) (53) . For   111 CD, the calculated SOEC shown in Eq. (5) is based on seven different sets of reported SOECs (51, 52, (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) Using the above densities and SOECs, the elastic longitudinal stress-volume response was determined for   1010 HD and for   111 CD. These curves are shown as the grey band (HD) and the black dashed line (CD) in fig. S13B , respectively. The grey band represents the ±1% uncertainty in the HD density. The results in fig. S13B show that, within experimental uncertainty, the calculated elastic stress-volume response of   1010 HD is the same as that of   111 CD. Thus, the present results demonstrate that continuum measurements for HOPG shocked above the phase transformation threshold cannot distinguish between HD and CD structures.
The HD response in the stress-particle velocity plane is shown as the grey band in fig. S13A . Comparing the HD response to the measured stress-particle velocity and stress-volume states in figs. S13A and S13B
shows that the measured continuum results are fully consistent with transformation of shocked HOPG to HD.
